Personal Consultancy
Why invest in personal consultancy?
It is shocking to notice how little attention personal performance gets in the field of leadership.
Personal effectivity or personal leadership is highly valued. The way how to express these skills is
usually NOT an effective part of those programs. What a waste of time and money if you miss-out on
that part!
Presentation-Master says: wherever you come, wherever you go, you are always presenting yourself.
Nowadays, with social media and the internet, you can never be sure that your performance stays
indoors; the new visibility is everywhere: you better be ready! Are you?
If you are not sure about your level of performance, or if you want to be ready for this new visibility:
personal consultancy might be the answer for you!
Together we go over what is working for you, and what you can improve.
There is never a standard advice; it is a journey on a very personal level.
Make sure you stay up to date with what your organisation is demanding from you, even without you
noticing it. Can you afford to keep your blind-spots?
Content of the In-Company Coaching program
Based on what we discover together during the free intake, we create a personal program for you.
That can cover the field of personal performance, leadership in speaking, presenting. It can be
about creating a core message, or to increase your personal branding and image. We also get
many requests for input how to build up your program in an engaging way with a ‘works best’
practised structure. So let’s discover what you need and desire.
We meet for a full day and go over all areas we’ve discovered at out intake. After our meeting we
provide you with a personal plan to improve all fields we’ve been over, together.
How do I start
If you want to improve yourself from
looking good in front of an audience,
to making real impact and difference,
then it is time to contact us.
Before we start, we meet up for a
personal intake to make sure we are
the right fit. The intake is free.

Practical information
Time investment
We will schedule one full day of 8 hours together. For preparation you
need to count in about 2 hours upfront before we meet.
Financial investment: € 1495.- excl. 21% VAT.
Location
The consultancy meeting will be at a location of your choice. If you want
this to be outside your company, we charge additional venue costs.
Contact
You can contact us by filling out our contact form
so that we can arrange our first meeting and discover
possibilities.
In case of any questions, please send an email to
info@presentation-master.com.
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